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1. Window light is hard and dramatic in its origin? 

A. True 

B. False 

 

2. To use the light effectively and make direct light look soft and interpretive like window light, 

you must ______________ the light off of something. 

A. Radiate 

B. Refract 

C. Rescind 

D. Reflect 

 

3. Everyone who picks up a camera will be asked at one time or another to shoot what? 

A. Landscape 

B. Portrait 

C. Alligators 

D. Johnny’s 5th birthday party 

 

4. Window light has what three properties that make it good for portraiture. 

A. It is soft, intuitive and gives a warmth to the subject 

B. It is hard, inductive and gives a warmth to the subject 

C. It is soft, rewarding and gives the subject a hot flash 

D. None of the above. 

 

5. What is the basic principle and purpose why we are attracted to portraiture? Contrast is 

consistent 

A. Humanity basically connects through portraits 

B. Our egos are so large we can’t stand a day without seeing ourselves 

C. Visual communication depends solely on portraiture 

D. None of the above. 

 

6. You need to meter a window lit subject correctly so that you don’t burn your highlights up. 

A. True 

B. False 

 

7. A basic mistake most amateur photographers make in portraiture is they don’t_________  

_______ enough. 

A. focus 

B. use light 

C. get close 

D. push subjects 

 



8. In the example of Lester that I shot and diagramed on the video, what was the basic problem 

with the set-up of the subject. 

A. He was unwilling 

B. The light was contrasting 

C. He was backlit 

D. He was side lit 

 

9. Light that is ‘bounced’ off of something always looks more natural. 

A. True 

B. False 

 

10.  Another way to make a quick and easy reflector, besides using a piece of white cardboard is to. 

A. Cover that same board with duct tape for an 18% neutral grey reflectance 

B. Cover that same board with cloth to diffuse the light. 

C. Cover that same board with tin foil to increase the reflectance 

D. Cover that same board with cuss words because you have to do this quiz. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


